
Earth Day Anxiety 
Sunday mornings are times of quiet reflection most weeks, but reading 
the latest issue of Mother Jones is anything but.  

As Earth Day approaches, my anxiety is heightened. The intense 
sadness I feel comes as our beloved planet is under attack once again 
by a government that thinks Mother Earth is only "here for our benefit" 
(humans, that is, and Genesis 2:15 is conveniently quoted). I am 
referring to someone I feel is more dangerous than Donald Trump, if 
that were possible. He is Scott Pruitt, head of the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), which is an oxymoron since all protections are 
being systematically reversed. This man wants to be our next president 
(his statement) and has been quoted by those who knew him during 
school days as "the possum, a creature that deceives his enemy by 
playing dead." He is working his poison while we are busy focusing on 
Donald Trump, the NRA, and other issues of equal importance. 

Another thing that worries me over tea this morning is that Supreme 
Court Justice Neil Gorsuch is the son of Anne Gorsuch, who headed the 
EPA under Reagan, doing extraordinary damage with her anti-
environmental policies. Now her son is in a position to support the same 
policies as Pruitt. So on this Earth Day, while we clean our beaches and 
continue to feel wonder and awe for sea stars, whales, dolphins, kelp, 
and every living thing, the fight for these creatures and our human 
species must never falter or fade from our consciousness. The focus is 
clear -- the current regime must go and a complete housecleaning 
ensue. Just think about these things on April 21 and let the wonders of 
our Mother Earth feed your souls. We will prevail because it is right and 
just and fueled by love. 
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